
2pcs Speaker Stands Stand Rear Surround Sound Satellite Speakers
Adjustable

RRP: $104.95

Whether you're relaxing in your home theatre, playing video games in the

family rumpus room, or at the office working with clients, surround sound

is the perfect choice. With this set of speaker stands by Randy & Travis

Machinery, music, games, and movies will come alive, making you feel as

if you're right in the middle of the action. Crafted from powder-coated

steel, these streamlined speakers will blend into the background of any

room they're in. Their slim, contemporary profile looks good with a wide

range of home or office décor, while their neutral black colour goes with a

variety of colour schemes. A hollow tube cable management system

hides the speaker cables for a tidy, elegant look.

Don't let their slender profile fool you, though. Underneath those slim lines

lie premium-quality construction and a sturdy steel double base, providing

stability and durability for years of use. Not only are they the ideal choice

for mounting surround sound satellite speakers, but they also work

equally well for a wide range of other small speakers, thanks to the stand

heads' multiple mounting holes. They adjust to a variety of heights from 75

cm to 112 cm, allowing you to customise your sound experience. Easy to

install, they're the perfect choice for both office and home. Order yours

today!

Features and specifications:Features and specifications:

Material: Powder-coated steel (base) and nylon (joint)
Colour: Black
Dimensions (overall): 19 x 19 x 75-118cm (L x W x H)
Dimensions (speaker mount overall): 21 x 71.5mm (W x H)
Dimensions (mounting plate): 38 x 21mm (W x H)
Mounting holes: 3
Diameter of mounting holes: 6mm, 5mm, and 9.5mm
Concealed cables for a tidy appearance
Easy installation
Adjustable height
Perfect for a variety of smaller satellite speakers
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